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Editor’s Note

In addiUco to Guy Gran’s creative and provocative pit^iosals for new paths 
aent in Zambia, and Frank Holmquist’s report on changes in 
t policy in Tanzania, which we had previously announced for

O/ficial Future to u
Participatory Future: 

RetMukiug Developmeut Policy

aud Praetiee in Rural ZamWa

fornnaldevel 
rural developn
this issue, we are happy to include as wdl another significant article related more 
generally to dilemmas of development, an amilysls the role of the Intema- 
Uonal Monetary Fund and the World Bank in the Third World, by Isebill Gruhn.
She informs us that her pt .......................................
sial and to promote further study and discussion, and we hope it will evoke com
ment and further research from our readers that can be published in future issues 
of Africa Today. Our “Look at Books” includes a number of recent titles on rural 
develop

Uon is deliberately designed to be controver-

tand mt issues in general.
With the enforced shift of Guy Gran’s article from 30/3 on Zambih to this 

issue we seemed to have moved for the moment into something (rf a flow pattern 
on themes. Our next Issue “Rural Resettlement Policy for Refugees in Africa” 
follows naturally fron this one. It will be a tribute to Tristram F. (Jimmy) Betts, 
who died in August 1983. It will contain the last papers from his creative pen and 
an article on the contimilng impact of refugees on the nations of the continent 
by Shelley Pitterman M Northwestern University. Again we hope to have it in 
the mail In less than the normal three month Interval, as we strive towards a 
return to a positive correlation of issue dates and publication dates.

We again call your attention to our summer tour, and have placed the ad 
overleaf from this note to give It maximum attention. Please write for additional 
copies for distribution to students and others and for bulletin board posting.

Guy Gran

■‘' / 'ffe'KStol?! •tralegy focusses pifmsiOy on these 5t>0,000 tradlOonai f
who have so for missed the mainstream of development. The Mission en- 
vtsages two Interrelated paths for Increasing small farmers’ productivity. The 
first Is through the adopt^i of approprtate technology and the second Is 
through a df
. . . rural development m practice Is the result of the Interaction of the paMcal 
Interests of locd leaders on the Intended strate^ of the state. The actual Im
pact of state Intervention In rural areas Is not comprehensible wlthout'reference 
to what might be described as the local pobttcs of rural development.*

Bghteen years after independence, most rural Zambians, like most 
rural citizens In other Third World societies, have not prospered. A recent 
survey found class and Income disparities growing. The rural poor have 
become relatively poorer, and segments even absolutely poorer in the 
1960s and 1970s; half to two thirds of rural households In Zambia have 
“incomes that are so far below official wages that malnutrition and seasonal 
famine is a constant fear and too frequent reality.’’* Another redtaUon of 
these Ills is not going to change the situaUon. A critique and casting of 
blame would not alone be very constructive. Posing a different policy will, 
by itself, fall if the audience has little incentive to learn. There is, however, 
an ahemative. Contemplate a new kind of policy paper. Joining politics 
with metapolittcs. This essay is such an attempt.

:arTnen

on of the cropping pattern^

Edward A. Hawley
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Several motives impel such an effort.'In the Official Future 
ficial Past, rural Zambians will eat poorly or not at all. This Is i 
tory. Like many other social analysts, I have been concerned w

stheOf- 
sadsfac- 
defining

and promoting an operational ahemative. My global synthesis ^recent ef
forts. Development by People, appeared in the spring of 1981* It argues 
that participatory development is the only path — as well as the most 
equitable, efficient, and productive path — to sustained mass develop
ment. The operational steps are explored In detail: conscienOzaUon, 
development catalysts, the creation and work of base and intermediate 
organizations, and their role in the ensuing democratization of political and 
economic life at the regional and national levels. This paper serves as an 
initial effort to apply the model to a conaete historical situation with all its 
regional, ecological and cultural complexities.

Policies alone, no matter how logical, do not promote action. Incen
tive structures have to be built so that either aid agencies, governments or 
peasants will implement the policies. Several factors are now suggestive for 
experimenting with authentic pardcipatory development in rural Zambia. 
Humanist rhetoric aside, the Zambian government is bankrupt and unable 
to get significant new external invesment; scarce resources have to be used 
more productively. Aid agencies are growing even more aware of Ae 
failure of integrated rural development to reverse long-term trends. Some 
agencies of the UN system are already involved in partially participatory ef
forts. Zambian peasants, being the real development professionals, wlU 
respond to changes which promote greater productivity and greater secur- 
Ity and control.

Motivation must be linked to appropriate theory, language, and proc
ess. Advocates of the Official Future, as the IFAD quote at the beginning of • 
this article suggests, hold to economistk, technocratic solutions and con
fuse growth and development. It Is in part a question of single discipline 
Western social science training versus the Interdisciplinary reality of evolv
ing human systems like household economies. It is also a matter of 
language, organizational imperatives, and the location of the learner. An' 
effective policy paper has to build the bridge between architects of the Of
ficial Future and the real world of politics, culture, and large bulky objects 
called organizations. That means changing the vocabulary of development 
work, the learning processes, and thence the theoretical assumptions. Like 
participatory development itself, this can be provoked from the bottom up.

The overall intention of this paper is to show how to reconceive the 
practical process of actually producing mass development In rural Zambia. 
This means first moving the perspective. The Official Future is bulk by 
organizational Inhabitants who see the marginalized peasants as the prob-

Guy Gran

lem. From the reverse perspective, however. It looks to the peasants as 
though state organizations (as well as local elites and ecology) are the prob
lem. Defining what each see as the problems is an essential initial exercise. 
Policy makers and others must also face the logic of why the Official Future 
and its variations won’t work. The ground has thus been laid for considera
tion of the Participatory Future. An operational sketch follows of the first of 
several stages necessary to reach self-sustaining, participatory results.

Zambian Rural Development — Who Defines the Issues?

The number of reports from international agencies now involved in 
rural Zambia is truly staggering. In the last few years FAO, ILO, IFAD, the 
World Bank, and the Dutch Government (on behalf of the Zambian 
Ministry of Agriculture and Water Development — MAWD, hereafter) 
have all produced at least one major survey: US AID has in process yet 
another. None of these reports come to grips with village and sub-village 
realities in the way independent scholars like Bratton* or Nelson-RIchards*" 
do. The odd consultant report produced for an official agency proj
ect also seems to have little Impact on developing knowledge of local 
realities or incorporating It into the project cycle.

Sittingjn offices in Washington, Geneva, Rome, or Lusaka, policy 
makers almost inevitably view rural development from a remote, top- 
down perspective. Imprisoned In large bureaucracies, they cannot escape 
the larger political, ideological and organizational mandates by which their 
analysis is judged and rewarded. Trained as Western soda! scientists, they 
reduce Zambian peasants to economic men who will respond to ap
propriate market incentives. And as men they do not easily grant cognitive 
respect to the 30% of all rural household run by women or to the 
matrilineal kinship system common in several Zambian provinces. Instead, 
advocates of an Official Future define the problems of their reality as the 
ones closest at hand, the ones they can see through the above lenses, and 
.the ones they can reach and affect in oiganizatlonal terms.

The stagnation of rural development is first considered one product ol 
the macroeconomic crisis of the Zambian government. Zambia has en
dured years of financial hardship. Its export-led growth strategy was based 
on copper, the price of which dropped 40% In 1974-5, and has not 
recovered. Production has also fallen, while prices remain low and the

5. bMIMi. op. dl. (fn. 3)

« M. tUnn-llldinb. SocMI Otopfo ood >>te 
of AiooPco. 1«2.|4. Guy Grp by Poopio (Now York: Proogp. I«3 | (Wodtmeoo: (A
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global recession/depression looks open-ended. The Anancial drain of 
Zambia’s role as a Front Line state Is admitted, as are the drought in 1979 
and a severe deterioration in overall terms of trade. In gross terms “real per 
capita domestic income is less than 50 n||||pt of its 1%5 level.'” Unsur
prisingly such a situaUon has produce^^ffihcial

On one level the crisis is deHned and contained in terms of balance of 
payment deAcits, intemaAonal borrowing, debt arrearages and IMF 
agreements. There has been funcAonal cooperaAon between state ofAcials 
and intemaAonal agencies on these maAers. But on a second level the 
crisis has rebalanced the forces In this alliance, allowing intemaAonal 
creditors to voice strong criAcIsm of how the Zambian government spends 
its money In pursuit of Kaunda's vision of humanist development. In these 
criticisms, the World Bank and other agencies re-cast parts of the OfAcial 
Future in ways that deAne one path for rural Zambia in the 1980s and 
beyond, focusing on three elements: bureaucraAc ability, market imperfec- 
Aons, and technology. ^

The Zambian government is faulted Arst as planner and overspender.
The Third NaAonal Development Program (1979-1983) was seen by the 
World Bank In 1981 as “Inadequate as an operaAonally signiAcant docu
ment.” The TNDP had not planned for the depth of the maaoeconomic 
malaise, had been too opAmisAc about resource availability, and had not 
planned ahemaAves in a funcAonal way.* It Is, of course, the generic 
nature of all blueprint planning to fall Into such traps; one blueprint planner 
is not going to teach another one how to do the ahemaAve — participatory 
process planning. Foreign partners also wanted the Zambian government 
to Ave wHhin its means. When earnings went down, it was not a Ame to 
add more people to the payroll, raise defense ouAays, or enlarge subsidy 
payments.

Two kinds of payments merit aAenAon in the coiltext of rural develop
ment. One Is the growth of recurrent costs necessary to keep departments 
and ongoing projects in operaAon. ParAcularly affected Is the budget of 
MAWD, which esAmated that 40% of Its 1982 capital budget might be so 
consumed. IFAD chronicled how work comes to a hah because of the 
absence of travel funds, spare parts, feed, fertilizer, and gasoline. The ex- 
t^al supply link Is made clear.

. . . Forrign donon or Isndm lot th< agricullural Nctor conMbuli to th<
“RDC oU*” dnce usually lhay aia not allowsd by thair temis of rafarsnca to

on tha Govam-
mant of Zambia which In turn starvas othai projacts of oparattng funds, or 
undaralocatasforthaforatgnprofactlnquastlon. Evan pto|cotsthat undaiwitta

Guy Oran
fortheir own REiC expandituras, posa tha risk of Incraasing RDC co 

the government once the donor withdraws.*
Both IFAD and the Bank are quite aware of the problem of recurrent 
department charges (RDC). yet propose more borrowing and more proj
ects. The IFAD report contains a list of MAWD projects involving foreign 
funding from 1981 to 1985;'° there are 12 agencies and 42 projects al
ready speclAed. Four further integrated rural development projects are be
ing prepared by the World Bank; one for Southern province (and an addi- 
Aonal one In dairy development) was approved in December, 1981. As 
with the Zambian government, policy and pracAce conflict.

Many observers focus much more ahenAon on the accumulation of - 
direct and indirect subsidies aeaAng market imperfecAons In the 
agriculture sector. Some argue, in particular, against the existence of 
parastatals on ideological grounds as socialism; the general 20Ai century 

^tegi^nderstandlng of socialism is Aeated In Development by People and,
-’’ii^Sre defWAvely in Horvat." Others more properly pinpobit the 

bureaucratic and political reasons why price policies, subsidies, MAWD, 
and the parastatals work primarily for the large and small comhierclal 
farmers. IFAD, for example, shows how the biases perpetuate strattAcaAoh 
and regional imbalance In each area of operaAon: fertilizer subsidies; ex
tension of credit; dIstribuAon of seeds; and general spread of technology. 
The markeAng parastatal, NAMBOARD, was faulted less for distribution gf 
its centers than for the misincenAves of rl^ and uniform price policies and 
for its annual deficits.'' It is not, in sum. a very hospitable lar^ envAon- 
ment within which to begin analyzing and prescribing any sort of future for 
the approximately c6(X),(XX) rural households involved In small-scale com
mercial or in subsistence pursuits.

Rough consensus seems to exist among the agencies as to the nature 
of the plight of poor rural Zambians. The rural economy Is described as 
duallsAc; this produces preoictable Intellectual confusion. On the same 
page IFAD can argue “no linkages connect the enclave sector with the 
periphery” and also that “maize is transported over long distances to pro- 

f cessing plants along the llne-of-rail, only to be returned to the periphery. 
Much cost Is Incurred and much value added is lost to the periphery.”'* 
Many other unequal linkages are sketched. MigraAon from Ave dlsadvan-

crisls.

RDC I*. They push such 9. IFAD, ap. ctt., p. 16.

10. felcf. 140-2.

, (Nm Yoric M.E. Simp* he.. 19aj11. Gran. op. e«.. (fn. 4) and Brwco Hotvai. The Mittcal EcMM«y el:

12. IFAD. op. dl.. (in. 1) pp. 49-54.7. BRD.ZMte-CoiMtirEr
8. M . p. I.

BRD, FdiniMy 1961. Ur P-l.
13. M.. p. 56.
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Guy Grontaged provinces — especially Northern and Luapula Province — 
striking indication of inter-regional and rural-urban disparities. Focusing on 
this migration also allows conventional analysts to ^d one major 
stralnt to rural production to be labor shortage, e^ecially in wbmen- 
headed households.

Assessment of the rural household is conducted on two levels. Im
pressive tables are constructed to suggest rural differentiation by province 
and farm size; Table 1 is useful as a general portrait. Jaeger discusses other 
ways farmers have recently been classified, by landholding or yearly cash 
sales.'* His is the only official report 1 looked at which considered any 
issues of sociology — Zambia’s rapid populadon growth, 3.1% in the 70s 
— or anthropology — the problems created for the women and for the 
young adults in starting or maintaining farm units. His brief glimpse into 
social issues does not alter the-explldt normative bias of an Official Futurist. 
He dismisses village cooperative strategies to argue “Modem farming is 
much more a process of individualization and division into separate farm
ing family units. Economic development depends strongly on the initiative 
and enterprise of individuals.”'*

is one
Futurists see only a very slow incorporation into the market. “It is recom
mended to provide assistance only to small-holders who express the need 
for it; this eventually will awake the need of tljeir neighbors.”'* Other 
analysts are more willing to recognize that, without adequate labor, 
technology, or soil, a household cannot even produce its own subsistence 
adequately, much less react to outside Incentives. The solution is obviously 
labor-saving technology, new crops and perhaps regrouping on better land 
closer to services, when time and resourxtes permit. The Official Future for 
two-thirds of the Zambian population is, in sum, little different from their 
colonial and post-colonial past.

There Is another place to stand and contemplate these matters. Let us 
apply empathy and cross-cultural imagination. What would the Zambian 
peasants say about the problems and the solutions of the Official Futurists? 
Honeybone has gently suggested a fundamentally different perspective; he 
does not think that “broad based increases in productivity are both possible 
for, and desired in the same way, by a large proportion of the rural popula
tion.”" This collection and mpst other recent Igdependent repo^ can be 
combined to suggest a rather different vision of poverty and 
one from the vantage point of different kinds of subsistencl^|ip|pls 
(itself a misleading word, as will be noted) In rural Zambia. Few peasants 
can see the en^e-eystem at work — ecology, culture, politics, organiza
tions, and exchange relations. But if the goal Is self-sustaining develop
ment, It will only come by effective mass participation in all aspects of the 
process. The problems are then definable. What blocks effective participa
tion? How can education and reorganization alter the situation so ^at 
available resources (and new ones) can tie better used? For rural Zam
bians, their cumulative impressions might be summed up like this:

Urban capitalists and commercial farmers since the col
onial era have sought to draw off labor cheaply and to control 
resources. African households who try to organize to assure 

' subsistence and Improve labor productivity are in a perpetually 
unequal, losing contest.

Urban food needs can be supplied by a relatively small 
number of commercial farmers, adequately supported by price 
incentives, market facilities, etc. The system has little or no 
need for the great mass of subsistence producers. Without ef
fective empowerment and representation, the situation for the

con-

T>U<I.Fra_>ia,ei>_ >w aaS by (inoi
Lml TottI

(>40lw) (10-M ha) (1-10 b)

Fama Fanna Pop, Fanoa Pop. Fanaa FaroM Pop.

Swflhant 320 16.000
Canoal 300 16.200 

90 4.300

8.000 76.000
7.630 72.500
1.910 18,100
490 4,700

3.100 29.500

49.900 374.100
21.400 160.500
4.300 32.300
2.000 14:900 

27.000 202,700 
5,450 40.800
2.900 21.900 

. 2.050 15.300
7.400 5SJOO

7,500 • 33.900
18.400 82.800
13.400 60.300
17.900 80.400
80.900 363.800
85.400 384.200
53.600 241,300
73.600 331.200

111.900 503.700

65.720
47.730
19.700
20.390 
111.020 
90.850 
56.580
75.700
19.390

500.000
331.000
115.000
100.000
597.000
425,000
264.000
347.000

Coppabak •
20 1.000

:IZI .
80 800
50 500
90 800

Totol 730 36.500 21.350 202.900 122.400 918.000 462.600 2.0^.600 607.080 3.239,000

SouRa: D.Jaa|w.‘FbodSe«aafSiu(V& la(ZaR4>la.MAWD4M«Unl(.
1981.)

With these assumptions it Is easy for the World Bank, FAO, and 
others, like participants in the Dutch-funded Food Strategy Study Just 
cited, to see the core of the poverty problem as exclusion from the market. 
''Emergent farmers” are viewed as the role model and they are to be en
couraged with projects to improve inputs and marketing facilities; tfiis topic 
is the focus of Part II here. As for the really poor majority, the Official
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poor will not change.
Regrouping and other policies ending shifting cultivation, 

in the many regions with poor soils, have the effect of 
facilitating family disintegration and market links, propelling 
further class formation and underdevelopment.

The same pressures for commercialization create new and 
deeper sexual stratification In several ways: elitist, male- 
dominated government agencies enforce norms of subsistence 
agriculture as women’s work and commercial agriculture 
man’s work; matrlllneal societies and their egalitarianism 
(culturally opposed to unbridled materialism) have been under- 
iDlned and disintegrated by external processes of social 
change. Such processes encourage and legitimize men to gain 
control of a permanent labor force In one domestic unit and 
thence pursue materialism.

Western education at the local and district levels facilitate 
the overall cultural evolution, legitimizing Inequalities and the 
marginalization of women by confidence mechanisms common 
the world over.

Prevailing political organizations and processes -» UNIP, 
national agencies, and local admlnlslrallon — preempt 
resources, time, and organizational space in Zambian society. 
They pursue the rhetoric of equity with policies of growth and 
promote a paternalistic ci^e wherein villagers are encourag
ed to define developmenfu based on external aid and to await 
its arrival. The results effectively prevent the development of 
competent citizens and a democratic society and economy.

Foreign donors assist these afreets of rural underdevelop
ment by projects and Intellectual models defining development 
as commercialization when the cumulative human results of a 
rural generation subject to them are chronic mainutrltiqn, 
widespread marital Instability, and alcohoHsIh.

Last and not least, in defiance of provocative international 
medical research, national and international authorities 
tinue to sanction and encourage the growth and consumption 
of cassava — while there is serious Indication that incompletely 
cooked cassava deposHs In humans the poison HCN which 
builds up over time to cause a variety of grave Ills beginning 
with goiter, which is endemic in rural Zambia. Also cited are 
maladies especially harmful to young children, thyroid prob
lems, premature senility, and deterioration of the 
system.

Guy Grwi

This is clearly a first sketch. Some detailed, highly participatory 
research to verify and modify these points is the next step. Specific provin
cial and I
solution should be evident. Concentrations of power — elites and 
organizations using money, technology, law, pottUcs, education, and 
culture — work to perpetuate poverty. The solution Is to break up these 
concentrations or to develop democratic controls over them. That means 
the empowerment of effective citizens. Development efforts are those that 
begin with practical ways to produce more effective citizens organized to 
end exploitation (without starting new forms like group egotism). If Ufe 
equality and real development are the goals, social reconstruction 
precedes any large new Inputs of capital and technology.

The Ofilctal Future in Practice

lltions must be added. But both the problem and the

as

Architects of the Official Future are not opposed to altering patterns of 
participation and structures of organizations per se. By investigating briefly 
the planning documents of two current donor agency projects, one can get 

of what goals participation and structural change are designed toa sense
serve in such projects. Is It participation that enlarges conknl over produc
tion and thus raises incentives to Invest more labor and produce more? Or 
is it simply larger scale participation In a market contrpUed by others? Many 
such questions are in order beyond what space perrhits.

Assessing rtiral development initiatives of any so^t In Africa has been 
made measurably easier by the collection edited by Judith Heyer, et. ol."

-In some of the finest case studies in all of development studies, these 
authors have crystallized and applied the essential questions of systems 
analysis to rural development. They argue that rural development projects 
fail because they are designed with two errors of logic: projects posit multi
ple, mutually incompatible goals; projects also apply methods contradic
tory to goals. Donors tend to deny that the peasants have a history or the 
professionalism to direct thqlr own change processes. Instead donors 
work through governments whose goals are to control or tame peasants, 
not to develop them. Urban-based governments view peasants as the 
source of cheap labor and food if the conditions of peasant production and 
sale can be sufficiently controlled.

The question here is whether rural projects In Zambia contain these 
built-in contradictions and limitations. The World Bank approved in April 
1981 the Eastern Province Agricultural Development Project. It Is the fM 
of five area projects scheduled to begin during 1980-83. It proposes to

con-
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spend a total of $29.1 million, of which $16 million is In foreign exchange: 
the World Bank share is $11 million. The project goal is “inaeasing 
agricultural production and hence raising the Incomes and levels of living 
of small farmers in the Eastern Province, through the provision of improv
ed services.’’” Raising production Is not the same thing as sustaining In- 

. creases in life quality. Applying fixes to certain technical flaws In a system 
does nothing about the social and political flaws. To explore the limits of 
the Official Future a bit more specifically, several aspects of the project 
design will be briefly explored.

The project theory Is that proven technical packages exist that would 
appeal to fanners and would raise yields on maize, cotton, groundnuts, 
and sunflowers. Each scenario requires’ that a small farmer choose to 
become significantly more dependent on government services for Inputs at 
an appropriate time and for a predictable market. This does not sound like 
the extension service described in Bank literature and elsewhere. Peasants 
are expected to adopt a maize package that will require 135 man days of 
labor per hectare Instead of a current 87 days (what will women do?) at 
roughly the same net return per day of work. There is an assumption of an 
idle peasant without the first hand research to verify free time; in other 
situations the idle peasant has proved a myth. Indeed the f^ures on 
number of households, farm size, market surplus and rural Incomes are all 
estimates.” Clearly no peasants have been consulted about how they 
spend their time and how they would like to. Elliott has a disturbing discus
sion of how limited recent research has been.”

The project is to be executed by the Provincial and District Ad
ministrations. Also involved will be the cotton parastatal UNTCO, the new 
Zambian Agricultural Development Bank, and the Eastern Province 
Cooperative Union. How these organizations will escape the local politics 
of development Is not addressed in the project design. That organizations 
designed and run by elites will suddenly start working on behalf of small 
farmers defies common sense. If the poor have no significant policy impact 
on the episodic workings of the VUl^ Productivity Committees or Ward 
Development Committee, as Bratton extensively demonstrates (for 
Kasama District, Northern Province)”, it Is improbable that the poor will af
fect even larger and more remote organizations. That defies both the 
nature of organizations and the nature of politics. By 
scale, non-democratic organizations, creators of the C

Guy Oran

further incrementalism and marginalization.
Beyond issues of dependency, stratification, politics, and 

bureaucracy, consider the matters of scale and spread. IBRD planners 
project that at the end of project year 16 about 26,200 families will have 
taken part. This is 26% of a projected population of subsistence 
households. Even If their projections of population growth and adoption of 
cultivation techniques were proven correct, this project provides no 
assistance to Vs of the subsistence households In that region. The Official 
Future has no answer for them.

IFAD (the International Fund for Agricultural Development), in addi
tion to co-funding this World Bank project, produced a November 1981 
paper proposing a project to bring subsistence farmers into the monetized 
sector by cooperatives." This Is a project identification document which 
does not Indicate statistical goals. It Is based on an analysis not unlike the 
preceding effort. Life In the traditional “chitamene" (shifting cultivation) 
•ystem is seen to be very hard, espedally for families without a male be
tween 15 and 50. Hand hoeing on tropical soils is difficult under most cir
cumstances. IFAD proposes expanding the use of oxen and diversifying 
crops. The interesting aspect of this overall proposal is the use of 
cooperatives and Its implications for participation.

IFAD reviewed Ae government’s Operation Food Production 
1980-1990 and was properly dubious of certain capital Intensive, high- 
technology elements relying on parastatals: the 18 proposed State Farms _ 
to average 20,000 hectares each; the Rural Reconstruction Centers; and 
the production units to be mn by the Zambian National Service. But there 
are other more promising plans afoot. Including this: “Ptanned develop
ment of producer cooperatives through the aegis of farm training Institutes 
and a national cooperative college.”” IFAD diplomatically 
severe political contradictions among different parts of this ft 
the incentives created by funding large-scale efforts, for exam] 
fecHvely to warp, if not destroy, small-scale initiatives. Ignoring the larger 
universe of organizations, politics, and world-system agencies, consider 
how this architect of the Official Future looks at the past and the potential 
of cooperatives in Zambia.

Agricultural cooperatives in Zambia date from 1948, but it was not 
until 1966 that.,a central government began to support them on any large 
scale. Some 350 cooperatives commenced in response to available loans 
and tractors. IFAD’s analysis of the result Is instructive: “Because of poor
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planning and administration, the whole scheme failed. The reputation of 
the cooperative movement was quite damaged in the process.”'* Historical 
context Is esseniial, but it must \x defensible. The failure of cooperatives 
cannot be reduced to such simplicttles.** The inherent conflicts among 
capitalism, state socialism, and real socialism are central to understanding 
why that experiment failed. Taking politics out of public administrailon is a 
standard activity In the literature of Official Futurists. Just ignore topics that 
don’t fit.

GuyGmn

Side with little or no linkages between them.”** The Altemative Future, one 
in which Zambians eat, will have to address not Just that sort of analytical 
naivete. It’s going to have to design a practical way around the blockages 
of political economy, bureaucratic imperatives, and cultural marginaliza
tion that will simultaneously attract the peasants to action and elites to ac
quiescence if not modest support.

i

IFAD is more sensitive about the limitations of the current network of 
about 250 existing primary cooperatives which they wish to expand. 
About 60% are concentrated in Just two provinces — Southern and 
Eastern. As adjuncts of government agencies Bke NAMBOARD, they 
reflect top-down bureaucratic style and elite biases. IFAD does distinguish 
between this sort of market cooperative and a more genuine and par
ticipatory small farmer’s group. It admits a possible relationship behmn 
the existence of the centralized top-down government structures in rural 
areas and the ’’dearth of participatory mechanisms.” This leads to a fair 
statement of the problem.

. . . parttdpatton in devei
alow the Individual farmer to gain greater control over hit (her) relationsh^ 
with the centrabzed suppliers of goods and services In the rural areas. AD this 
pt^ts to the need for a strategy to promote and develop a new breed of 
(wimary cooperatives in the neglected provinces. A ma)or toue In the forma
tion and functioning of 
fective partic4>ation.*’

From this one can see some recognition that power is important.
The limits to IFAD’s current vision appear in its feeble efforts to sketch 

what they view as non-political, funcUonally-oriented groups. It builds par
ticularly on the 1975-81 experience of the Cooperative Credit Scheme In 
Eastern Province. IFAD’s sdutlon is to build on the existing C 
Movement in areas where no coops now exist; the limited coverage of cur
rent coops even in the wealthier provinces is not an issue. The serious con
straints are seen as absence of formal education and of trainlrrg In English 
and business practices. Education campaigns are proposed. The low per
missible profit margin needs to be raised. There Is here and elsewhere no 
real connection between politics and economics, no grasp of local realities 
of culture and conflict, and no sense of the basic antagonisms between 
bureaucratic imperatives to control and human aspirations for liberation. 
The Official Future proclaims dualism, ’’two economies coexisting side by

Starting the Altemative Firture for Rural Zambia
It is, of course, presumptuous and non-participatory to make policy 

suggestions from afar without field research. It is, however, more than 
presumptuous to design and implement develop programs — spend public 
money and affect human lives in non-democratic ways — devoid of both 
local knowledge and of any scientifically valid theory of sodal change. 
Coming to grips with systems theory resolves the latter issue (see Develop
ment by People*’); here the concern is to outline a path for a second, 
more participatory stage of activities: initial dialogues with representative 
samples of poor Zambians In a specific province.

Participatory development, the process for building the Altemative 
Future, begins with practical processes to accomplish three things: con
sciousness raising and education relevant to growing from subject to 
citizen; the formation of base-organizations of 12-20 households as sub
village entities which the poor control and use toward democratically 
decided goals; the creation of intermediate organizations (not coterminous 
with village level authority stmctures) to defend and assist base organiza
tions. Not all the practical and normative problems of transforming non- 
demoaatic cultures and their typical apathy toward mass politics can be 
touched on here. Rather my intent Is to begin to Zambianize the overall 
model. In addition to the general themes and strategies there are more 
specific elements of which interested n.g.o. representatives or Iconoclasts 
in official agencies must be cognizant of as they begin to discuss actual in
stitution building and the training of development catalysts with Zambians 
at the local and district levels.

The curriculum for consdenOtatlon contains universal elements and 
country-specific topics as well as the history of conflict of a specific location 
and the people involved. The more general themes have been treated 
ebewhere” and will be merely catalogued here: human needs and their

t would be Involveincnt In acSvIttes that would
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hierarchy: conflict; process and relationship; nuclear social relations; com
munity relations; and the hierarchy of needs as they relate to work, 
technology, and human satisfaction. The eight points at the end of Part I, 
suggested as an initial synthesis of peasant concerns that would develop as 
did political consciousness, reflect the kinds of country-specific topics 
suitable. A few applications show how sophisticated this curriculum and 
education process need to be.

Nelson-RIchards has Just issued a critical evaluation report of Chiringa 
Irrtgation Scheme, 18 km from Lusaka.” Among many useful insights, he 
demonstrates how historical context conditions present possibilities. 
Political and phUosophical differences leading to non-cooperation between 
the project organizer and the local Chief were traced to several factors. The 
project organizers had been active UNIP supports in the independence
struggle and came with official support to this locate. The Chief had fought 
for another political contender in the 1960s. He saw the organizers as peo
ple of a foreign cultural background — i.e., a different regional origin. The 
project appeared as another attack on his authority, part of a long process 
inspired by central authorities. Cultural and class gaps were obvious. The 
Chief s response was to withdraw all forms of cooperation feasible, leaving 
the village divided and the project to stumble along." The project 
organizers, the role 1 term development catalysts, had failed to do the 
depth and breadth of historical research necessary to successful com- 
municabon in that specific place. At the least different, less alien people 
could have come from different institutional auspices to play the catalytic

Guy Gran

rich: we shall continue to get poor.”’* An outsider will have to begin with 
authentic cognitive respect and understanding of this historically-grounded 
antagonism. It is improbable that most products of what [XiiTKinf ’ calls 
the town culture will do this. So seek the new generation of development 
catalysts from amcmg niral people.

The Initial developrrrent curriculum is also going to struggle with 
questions of male/female relations, especially in the matrillneal areas. The 
investigations of Karla Poewe have raised some very sober challenges to 
Western ideas about modernization.’* In Luapula Valley he demonstrates 
severe social conflicts 
and capitalism. The Jf! 
because, while individuals owned their own means of production, their 
economic surplus was distributed through clans and lineages. The result 
was sexual parallelism, not subordination in pohtics and economics. The 
system was not, however, well suited to cope with the combination of in
dividualism, materialism, and chauvinism brought by external links. Some 
younger men, stymied from earning Immediate fortunes, opted for Pro
testantism, withdrawing labor from the lineage in pursuit to private for
tunes. This led to a four part class system with two classes of men and 
one of women developing economic incentives to r^ect matrimony.

The resulting conflicts were exacerbated by new tensions to already 
stressful marital ties. In the traditional system exclusive long-term emo
tional Investment was culturally discouraged and people had relations and 
children with several individuals in an adult life. Protestantism and most 
sects attacked this social anrangement and pressured for conventionai 
Western ties. Traditional women saw this as 
development possibilities left about 75% of the women in one of two rotes- 
brewing beer for a living and Irying to hold on to matrlcentrlc units through 
unstable marriages: or living at the fringe by gardening and day labor and 
with brittle marriages. If Zambian national rhetoric about participation and 
socialism had translated into authentic practice, matrillneal lineages might 
have socialized the means of production and developed comfortable ties 
with a larger world. In the present situation, a great de^ of consdenthatlon 
must take place to create a new cultural consensus on male-female links in

d by the incompatibility of matrillneal norms 
al culture avoided sexual or class stratification

rotes.

There are a number of available reports to document why peasants 
have reason to distrust any central government develi.
Part of any conscientUaSon curriculum must be re-creations of Jh*. 
wreckage of past development failures; from this peasants deedbp a 
historical consensus. Maud S. Muntemba, in several articles and a cltsserta- 
tion, has studied the underdevelopment of peasant agriculture to Kabwe 
district over more than a century. In one article, she traces the government
efforts between 1964 and 1970 to create cooperatives and raise production.’’ 
Unequal structural connections with urban markets stymied and stifled every 
avenue to raise local living standards despite some rise in productivity and 
production. The mechanisms could be discussed in detail, and the resulting 
pessimism is easy to understand: “You people in town will Continue to get

initiative. nent. Lack of local
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the different spheres. Most women will not comfortably accept the kinds of 
subordination the larger system offers. The society badly needs all its 
dtieens to be more productive. Conflict and stratification mean many less 
productive people.

Three brief tastes of local complexities and historical context In rural 
Zambia drive home the crucial point, education for critical consciousness 
cannot be left to elites, alien economists, or supposedly impartial forces 
like the market system. Poor rural Zambians do not have to be the 
prisoners and victims of outsiders. But they need both educational tools 
and catalysts. This suggests that part of the work of the next stage would be 
preparation of elemetary case books based on the themes developed in 
field research and combing practical and political edcuation.

Such education processes demand a de^ee of local organization and 
motivation that will imply some outside resources for a finite period and 
also the selection and training of development catalysts, subjects treated 
elsewhere.” Here It is important to understand the nature and depth of 
opposition to collective effort and how its costs and benefits have been 
assessed. Particularly Illustrative are the concerns uncovered after confllc- 
tual, elite directed resettlement efforts In the early 1970s.

In Serenje District (NE comer of Central Province) peasants reported 
the following grievances about regrouping: it diminishes the ease of hunt
ing; it dramatically changes agricultural patterns and forces investment in 
permanent housing; it threatens polygamy wherein the man needs mobil
ity to visit his wives; it permits more effective political and economic in
terference in dally life; It opens many new possibilities for witchcraft; some 
local leaders felt threatened; some peasants wanted to stay on ancestral 
land; schooling was disrupted by both practical matters and witchcraft; 
people correctly perceived that the government would renege on prom
ised services; demands for compensation were ignored; and implementa
tion problems abounded — lack of funds, communication, transport, and 
planning officers.** Here is a sample parody of how and why peasants are 
consistently turned off by group efforts. It Is quite logical to avoid par
ticipating in large-scale activities with dubious benefits when one has little 
say over the design or Implementation of the activtty.

Alone, however, isolated and marginalized rural pom cannot In most 
cases raise their life quality very far very quickly. If at all. They are con
sistently overbalanced by concentraHons of political and economic power 
as many analysts have demonstrated. Organizing and controlling their own 
organization is therefore the critical step for the poor, the only operational

GUy Gnn
route to the democratization of politics and economics essential to max
imum productivity, equity, and human welfare.

Ottawa is the only recent analyst to try to understand why it has prov
en so hard for poor rural Zambians to organize.*’ He gives a little weight 
to cultural and subjective issues but stresses primarily an Individual cost 
benefit analysis: will expected benefits outweigh anticipated costs? A pea
sant applying such reasoning to regrouping or other village level activities 
logically decides to refrain. Ollaway’s surveys found that people blamed 
the government for economic ills and were waiting for Its assistance to 
change the situation; this feeling was higher In regions where there had 
been aid projects. People minimally committed to a central government 
and its policies are not going to contribute much to community projects. 
The leaders are so rich, why should a poor person put in voluntary labor? 
Agricultural credit from government projects is treated as a reward for past 
political support, not a loan.

Even if Ottawa’s surveys are a little askew, an obvious overall point 
emerges. People will not allocate time to elite-led or defined activities. 
With participatory development there Is no necessity to do this. Start with 
small, self-defined activities with tangible results. This Is indeed the best 
way to crystallize a base organlzati^. The changed historical circum
stances of the research-poor 1980s should serve to diminish the depend
ency perspective of some rural Zambians. Others never shar^ in 
handouts and don’t expect to. Intermediate organizations and donors out
side need to end most forms of grant aid. Salaries of development 
catalysts, their training, and the work of intermediate organizations will 
have to be met for 8-12 years until base organizations take over financial 
and political control.

Some local chiefs will feel threatened even if base organizations move 
slowly toward discrete developmental goals. Intermediate organizations 
need to build defensive alliances with kindred spirits in the bureaucracy. 
Given the rhetoric of UNIP, local organizers will find many policy 
documents on which to base their acflvities. As productivity rises various 
government agencies will find vested Interests in local success. In contrast, 
the Official Future will produce neither the productlon^alns nor the Im
provements In life quality that the society needs.

Quick is correct to suggest the many macropolitical obstacles to par
ticipatory development: the processes of departicipation; the many 
weaknesses of macro organizations and their limited notions of rural 
realities; Kaunda’s utopian populism mystifying the practical needs of the

\
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situation; the pro-capitalist elites Inflicting their evaluative norms; and 
generic elite fear of mass political participation.** The beauty of par
ticipatory development is that it does not ultimately depend on these 
forces. It depends on a few people becoming better citizens. With a little 
financial assistance and a few trained organizers, It could start anywhere. 
Even a major donor agency, as a comparative experiment, could proceed 
with such a strategy.

The Participatory Future is not a quick fix or magic cure-all devoid of 
problems. But it does address the broad range of human needs properly 
defined. It does work toward a just and sustainable society. The Official 
Future does neither. In both financial and h 
cannot afford such a choice. Neither can the rest of us.

/ICmrretpoHdeiU’M Report:
Tanxanta*t Retreat From StaRnm

iu the CoantrpMtde

Frank Holmquiet
terms the Zambian poor

“The government has been stolen from us and we want it back.” Ac
cording to an Informed observer this was the essence of collective com
plaint by villagers to President Julius Nyerere and other leaders when they 
toured the countryside In 1979. The peasant complaint points up one of 
two interrelated crises of the Tanzanian state — crises of political legitimacy 
and of accumulation. By the end of the 1970s the state had to decide what 
to do in the face of a long-term economic crisis aggravated by the war in 
Uganda and coupled with Inchoate political disaffection. A comprehensive 
1982 International Labour Organization report pointed to the vicious 
economic cycle that Tanzania had, to some degree, entered.' With stag
nant to slowly rising export volume over a number of years, coupled with 
the rising cost of necessary Imports, there was a serious shortage of foreign 
exchange, despite the state's historical ability to obtain large amounts of 
foreign aid on concessionary terms, and despite tight import controls. With 
many necessary inputs to industry lacking. Industry ran at 20% to 30% of 
capacity, and this meant that there were spot shortages of virtually all basic 
consumer items in the countryside with correspondingly less incentive for 
producers to produce exports despite a vlgoroul parallel market. Hence 
the vicious cy^ was complete.
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Frank Holmqutot

documents are also familiar with their participatoiy rather than statist 
thrust. Nyerere has, after all, virtually defined development In terms of 
mass Involvement. The 1971 Guidelines of the Party made this point in 
extreme fashion.

Any action that gtvaa them (the psoplei mote control of thek own aflaira Is an
action of development even If It does not off*i them belter health or bread.

The irony is that while the Tanzanian state has brought extraordinary prog
ress In the realm of basic needs, esp. primary education, hdahh, and water 
supply, few would argue that It provided the people with “. .—.more con
trol of their own afiairs . . . ,” and hence the growing volume of complaint 
reaching the President's eats by the late 1970s.’

But why, we might ask, were district councils and cooperatives 
abolished in the first place in the context of an ideology of paitlclpalion? 
We should note at the outset that both Institutions did not suffer sudden 
death so much as slow attrition in the face of state intrusion which made 
their abolition somewhat anti-dimatic. Many_ district councUs evolved 
chronic debts in the 1960s, and there were frequent allegations of ineffi
ciency and coirupHon.* There was also considerable tension between 
councillors, council staff, and functional officers of ministries in the 
districts. The state explained its escalating intrusion Into council affairs in 
terms both of dehllng with these problems and of asserting the power of the 
center over subordinate units of government. Central control was asserted 
primarily'through regional and area commissioners whose clout was con
siderable because they were presidential appointees and representatives of 
both party and government. The Local Government Service Commission 
acted as the recruiting agent for council staff and,hence councils were no 
longer able to hire and fire their employees. In 1965 the power of the rul
ing party was Inserted into council affairs by making the elected district par
ty chairperson the automatic chairperson of the council. And in the same 
year technical ministry personnel were brought Into the counoUs' planning 
committee. From 1966 the party vetoed the nomirtatlons of district coun
cillors much as it did with candidates to the National Assembly. In 1%9 
responsibility for education, health, and district roads was taken away from 
councils and, with these responsibilities removed, local taxyrates and pro-

A bright spot on the horizon is a projected good 1983 cotton crop, but 
economic trends and the most recent data for 1982 do not paint an op
timistic picture.* Real CDP dropped by 3.2% while the manufacturing sec
tor recorded a 25.4% fall In volume which follows successive drops of 
27.4% and 18.8%. It also appears that the special National Economic 
Survival Program met only he's of Its 1982 export earnings target, while 
the public foreign debt is now estimated at about $2.5 billion. As of the end 
of July 1983, talks with the IMF that could yield a long-term IMF and 
World Bank Loan of about $600 million arc stalled.' Government has 
devalued the Tanzanian shilling by 20% against the dollar and raised 
prices of major export crops about 40% In July 1983, but the IMF 
reportedly wants a devaluation of up to 75%, a 45% export crop price 
rise, a 25% rise for food crops, a ceiling on government borrowing, and a 
doubling of interest rates. President Nyerere has balked particularly against 
measures which will hurt the urban poor and also pose a grave short run 
political risk for the regime.

State response to the twin crises included an attempt to, in a sense, give 
government back to the people — to revive district councils and 
cooperatives (Local Government Act and Cooperatives Act, 1982) which 
were abolished In the 197()s. The measures arc only now being im
plemented but both Institutions will expand the arena of peasant political 
space. They ate mass-influenced (councils) or mass-based (cooperatives), 
if not mass-led, and the expanded participation may improve the quality of 
local administration as well as enhance fte production and distribution of 
export crops in order to break the debilitating cycle mentioned in the ILO 
study. The institutional changes can be seen as a significant reversal of a 15 
year (1%7-1982) trend toward statist policy In the countryside, portions of 
which have proved to be unpopular and unproductive. The term “stadsm” 
Is here used to connote state policy that puts an expanding array of 
economic activity under central government control while diminishing 
avenues of popular participation. This paper will describe the institutional 
changes as well as attempt to explain and assess their significance in light of 
Tanzania’s recent history.

The Rise of Statfun In the Countryside

In order to understand the current retreat from statlsm In the 
tryslde we need a basic understanding of the rise of stattsm and subsequent 
difficulties. Those familiar with the writings of Fh’esident Nyerere and Patty
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dCKuments are also famaiai with their participatory rather than statist 
thrust. Nyerere has, after all, virtually defined development in terms of 
mass 
extreme fashion.

Any action thsiglvw them (thspwipW more control of their own »0elrs ta en 
If H doel not offer them better health or bread.

The irony Is that while the Tanzanian state has brought extraordinary prog
ress In the realm of basic needs, esp. primary education, hdalth, and water 
supply, few would argue that It provided the people with “. .-.more con
trol of their own affairs. . . ," and hence the growing volume of complaint 
reaching the President’s ears by the late 1970s.*

But why, we might ask, were district councils and cooperatives 
abolished In the first place in the context of an ideology of participation? 
We should note at the outset that both institutions did not suffer sudden 
death so much as slow attrition In the face of state intrusion which made 
their abolition somewhat anti-dimatic. Many^ district councils evolved 
chronic debts In the 1960s, and there were frequent allegations of ineffi
ciency and corruption.* There was also considerable tension between 
councillors, council staff, and functional officers of ministries In the 
districts. The state explained its escalating intrusion into council affairs in 
terms both of dealing with these problems and of asserting the power of the 
center over subordinate units of government. Central control was asserted 
primarily through regional and area commissioners whose clout was con
siderable because they were presidential appointees and representatives of 
both party and government. The Local Government Service Commission 
acted as the recruiting agent for council staff and, hence councils were no 
longer able to hire and fire their employees. In 1965 the power of the rid
ing party was inserted into council affairs by making the elected district par
ty chairperson the automatic chairperson of the council. And In the same 
year technical ministry personnel were brought into the counails’ planning 
committee. From 1966 the party vetoed the nomiiiuitlons of district coun
cillors much as it did with candidates to the National Assembly. In 1%9 
responsibility for education, health, and district roads was taken away from 
councils and, with these responsibilities removed, local tax>j'ates and pro-

A bright spot on the horizon is a projected good 1983 cotton crop, but 
economic trends and the most recent data for 1982 do not paint an op
timistic picture.* Real GDP dropped by 3.2% while the manufacturing sec
tor recorded a 25.4% fall In volume which follows successive drops of 
27.4% and 18.8%. It also appears that the 
Survival Program met only 58% of Its 1982 export earnings target, while 
the public foreign debt is now estimated at about $2.5 billion. As of the end 
of July 1983, talks with the IMF that could yield a long-term IMF and 
World Bank Loan of about $600 million are stalled.* Government has 
devalued the Tanzanian shilling by 20% against the dollar and raised 
prices of major export crops about 40% in July 1983, but the IMF 
reportedly wants a devaluation of up to 75%, a 45% export crop price 
rise, a 25% rise for food crops, a celling on government borrowing, and a 
doubhng of Interest rates. President Nyerere has balked particularly against 
measures which will hurt the urban poor and also pose a grave short run 
political risk for the regime.

State response to the twin crises included an attempt to, in a sense, give 
government back to the people — to revive district councils and 
cooperatives (Local Government Act and Cooperatives Act, 1982) which 
were abolished in the 1970s. The measures are only now being im
plemented but both institutions will expand the arena of peasant political 
space. They are mass-influenced (councils) or mass-based (cooperatives), 
if not mass-led, and the expanded participation may improve the Duality of 
local administration as well as enhance file production and distribution of 
export crops in order to break the debilitating cycle mentioned in the ILO 
study. The institutional changes can be seen as a significant reversal of a 15 
year (1967-1982) trend toward statist policy in the countryside, portions of 
which have proved to be unpopular and unproductive. The term “staHsm" 
is here used to connote state policy that puts an expanding array of 
economic activity under central government control while diminishing 
avenues of popular participation. This paper will describe the Instituttonal 
changes as well as attempt to explain and assess their significance in light of 
Tanzania’s recent history.

The Rise of Stattom In the Countryside

In order to understand the current retreat ftom statlsm In the 
Iryside we need a basic understanding of the rise of statism and subsequent 
difilcultles. Those familiar with the writings of President Nyerere and Party

involvement. The 1971 GuidcUnes of the Party made this point Inial National Economic
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duce cesses were later abolished. It was mere formality to abolish the coun
cils altogether In 1972.

Cooperatives were similarly accused of fostering corruption and ineffi
ciency and of being run by, and primarily for, wealthy peasants. Some 
argued that they were simply exploiting Institutions.* Cooperative unions 
like district councils, were led by the rural petty bourgeoisie and were also 
something of a political threat in post-Arusha Declaration Tanzania.* As 
with the experience of district councils, a variety of gov^meht Intrusions 
did not rectify the situation, and all the while the state rather surprisingly 
mandated more roles for cooperatives to perform. Increasingly, 
cooperatives became agents of state institutions and member involvement 
and commitment declined. In May 1976 Prime Minister Rashidi Kawawa 
abolished cooperative unions while primary societies were already redun
dant by 1975 because newly created villages were designated basic collec
tion points for specialized crop authorities.

But while district councils and cooperatives were on their way out, 
two new state thrusts were supposed to expand mass participation. A 
highly touted 1972 government decentralization — bringing government 
to the people — did Just that, but did not augment participation. Virtually 
every obsover has noted that the basic structure was dominated by a more 
numerous, if better coordinated, bureaucracy. A great deal of effort was 
put into bottom-up planning which usually meant that villages forwarded 
lengthy “wish lists” of projects in hopes that they might get one or two. 
Usually after a considerable period of time government would indicate its 
choices (not necessarily village priorities) and villagers were then expected 
to contribute labor and perhaps material and money. Villagers thus 
became auxiliaries of government projects. As a result there were Bttle In
centive for locally Initiated self-help activity because government was seen 
to give what it decided to give when it wanted to give. The chairperson of 
one village summed it up as follows: “h is better we wait for them (govern
ment) to plan things for us rather than (we) plan things they do not want.’”

A second participatory thrust came in the aftermath of a frankly coer
cive effort to create villages in the years 1973-1975 after ujamaa vi)i)lni fall-

FranJe HoImQutot

ed to develop a popular dynamic. Under the Villages and Ujamaa Villages 
Act of July 1975 all aduh members of a village constitute the Village 
Assembly which elects a Village Council while the chairperson and 
secretary of the local party branch serve respectively as chairperson and 
secretary of the council.* The Councils meet regularly and, coupled with 
the party cell system, the result Is a highly organized countryside with an 
embryo socialized sector. Roughly two-thirds of the villages have small 
communal farms and usually other communal activtty Uke a shop or a 
maize grinding mill.’ The structure is fine as far as it goes but the atomized 
character of villages, and the lack of significant higher level participatory 
structures, means that peasants do not gain the tactical autonomy vis a vis 
the state that some wrmt, while their Influence does not really aggregate 
and make Itself feh at higher levels. Elected Party officials and M.P.s act as 
village advocates in self-help activities, but their power is hemmed In by the 
planning structure and they are primarily expected to Implement higher 
level policy.

.Crop authorities and regional trading corporations took over the 
marketing and distributing roles of the cooperative structure. But It was 

thing to service 1,300 primary societies and another to service the 
8,600 villages. And this had to be accomplished with limited 

capital and management resources. For these reasons, and those 
associated with a deteriorating economy, the system frequently broke 
down: produce was occationally not collected: nor inputs provided on 
time; and payment to producers was occasionally delayed.'* Meanwhile 
producers had no structures through which to voice complaints, and 
allegations of mismanagement and misappropriation of funds In crop 
authorities soon rivaled their predecessors.”
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The Retreat From Statiem in the Countryside Frank Holmqiiltt

With the arrival of the 1980s a minimal coi 
without continuing 
regime and found statist policy hi the countryside wanting. While political 
complaints did percolate up tom below, debate over policy was largely 
confined to offidal circles and especially at the top. There may have been a 
coherently joined struggle over the direction of state policy, or there may 
have been a policy shift almost by default. Prior polk^y had obvious 
economic and pofitkal flaws and It is possible that the very fiscal poverty of 
the state prompted thinking about ways to raise revenue for public pur
poses which the state was unable to mobilize. For whatever reasons district 
councils and cooperatives appeared to offer an answer. They presented 
problems in the past, but they would probably be an Improvement over 
their successors.

At the same time that these changes were on the drawing board 
another important legal measure was taken to divorce government and 
party roles which were formerly combined in the area and regional com
missioners. This move was advocated by some intellectuals at the top as an 
Important shift toward democracy. When the commissioners wore two 
hats there was considerable opportunity for abuse of power. The party was 
also Implicated in all major decisions in the Countryside and hence It could 
not act as a "watchdog” to criticize those decisions If necessary. The 
separation will, it is argued, foster a more "pure” party that can be better 
used as an avenue of complaint and Critique from below."

But what will the reincarnated district coundis and cooperatives look 
like? Unfortunately by mid-1983 the picture was not at all clear. The 
revival of district councils is officially explained as an extension of "In
complete decentralization.” Explaining the change in terms of continuity Is 
partly a face-saving d 
mlnistrative changes of 
In a far more radical de 
Tanzanian council system, or that exists on most of the continent. The new 
councils wia be responsible for all major ministry functions except Iqw and 
order. B, for example, the Ministry of Agriculture has a nationwide project 
on rinderpest control, each council will have to be convinced to support 
the program. Although senior ministry personnel will be recruited and

— though not 
— emerged at the highest level of the

allocated by the Local Government Service Commission, they will be 
employees of councils and will be hired and fired by them. Councils will 
also raise their own revenue, probably by poU taxes (a posslile continental 
trend should peasants withdraw ftom state controlled markets as In Tan
zania), and the central government will also contribute a portion of the 
total budget with an eye to encouraging regional equity." In other words 
districts with a limited economic base will receive a greater portion of their 
budget from the central government.

Although the new council system officially went Into effect July 1, 
1983, several crucial questions remain. The electoral process for the coun- ' 
cUsmustbeworiiedout.’ How will the districts quickly raise fisxis without 
alienating the population? How will the central government contribution be 
calculated? To what extent will the central government control council 
budgets? Can the apparently extreme divorce of local officers ftom parent 
ministries — a problem dted in prior decentralizallon arrangements — be 
dealt with under a structure that appears to divorce the relationship even 
further?" And will councils be as frugal as some officials hope? In other 
words will the councils have an Interest in saving money because the 
money Is “theirs” and not the “central government’s”, or will they hire 
brothers, sisters, and friends to the point of redundancy? Abo, If many at 
the councUs were financially weak in the past there b no particular reason 
to suppose they will not have similar problems in the future unless 
perhaps, as Gelase Mutahaba suggesb, government devolves functions 

^differentially according to a dbtrlcfs capacity to sustain various actlvllies."
In the proposed cooperative structure primary societies wlU servlcs 

more villages while second tier cooperative unions wlH servicsone or
primary societies by marketing prodocte, providing Inputo, credit, financial 
advice, etc. The structure te capped by an apex organization of union 
representatives. The legbbtlon. It should be said, gives considerable 
latitude for the state to intervene in cooperative affairs if It so desires. The 
relevant Minbter or Registrar of Cooperatives may appoint party members

but the coundb will build upon the ad- 
tralization in 1972 and will apparently result 
in of po\ver than existed in the post-colonial
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in key cooperative positions; the Registrar must approve cooperative ap- 
pointmentaand may fire employees as well; and the Registrar may direct a 
cooperative committee to invest in cooperative funds. Although at the time 
of writing the details of maiketing airang 
major export crops will probably be sold to parastatal crop authorities, 
while non-controlled cnqu will be sold however the cooperatives wish. 
The cooperatives may act as a kind of insurance against peasants 
shouldering the burden of occasional crop authority breakdowns and inter
ruption of services. B, for example, crop authorities fail to pick up the pro
duce, by hook or by crook, the cooperatives, with their transport capacity, 
will probably sell the produce in a timely fashion rather than see It spoil.

Another vital detail that has to be worked out is whether cooperative 
membership will be voluntary or not. At the start there was agreement that 
voluntarism was necessary in order to gamer peaswt commitment. This 
position was supported by the Commission looking into the re
establishment of cooperatives, the Cabinet, the National Executive Com
mittee of the party, and by Scandinavian donois and a post-legislation 
team from the U.S.A. Then, to the surprise of all, a hot Parliamentary 
debate resulted in a change making cooperative membership compulsory. 
But, the last word on the Issue is sflU to come.

The practical problems of re-establishing the cooperative structure 
are, of course, formidable. It is unclear how the cooperatives will be 
capitalized when the debts of the pre-1976 ohes have yet to be settled. 
And since the crop authorities took over much of the capital of the earlier 
cooperative unions, will some of it now be returned? And how will trained 
staff be quickly recruited? The former staff was absorbed Into a variety of 
governmental structures and it is unclear whether they can be enticed back 
to autonomous cooperatives especially when they may be currently 
remunerated at a higher rate than cooperatives can afford.

and cooperatives are the formal institu
tional focus of what I have termed Tanzania’s retreat from statism In the 
countryside. But there is an important third arena that is likely to be re
vived in ns wake, and that is seB-help. Indeed some proponents of the for
mal institutional changes explicMy hope and expect that self-help pro
cesses will take on a new vitality.'* The core reason for Tanzania’s 
somewhat lacklustre seB-help performance to date is related to the struc
ture of power in the counlry^e. The bureaucratic and geographically 
mobile element of the petty bourgeoisie gradually consolidated their posi
tion in party and state apparatus after Inrtependence and effectively 
dominated pubbc life to the detriment of the locally rooted rural petty

bourgeoisie which was usually allied with the broad mass of the peasantry 
in seB-help actlvtty.'’ Tanzania’s bureaucracy was, of course, led by a 
socialist Ideology which delivered on that ideology in the form of an ex
traordinary amount of social amenity expenditure. But unlike the rural pet
ty bourgeoisie, the bureaucracy in the late 1960s and 1970s did not, as we 
have argued, welcome seB-help outside “the plan.”'* Although there is 

merit to bureaucratic complaints about seB-help waste, duplication.

nts are being debated, the

some
inferior quality, regional inequality, etc., reserving Initiative to the 
bureaucracy of party or state fundamentally undermined the participatory 
thrust of regime Ideology. As the state vigorously pushed its own agenda in 
what is often termed a “campaign style" from the late 1960s on — i.e., 
ujamaa vijilini, decentralization and planning, viUagization, and universal 
primary education — bureaucratic initiative Inevitably pre-empted peasant 
initiative.

There are several reasons why seB-help is likely to re-emerge with 
vigor despite possibly severely limited cash reserves at the village 

level. First, the rise of district councils and cooperatives Is likely to shBt the 
balance of power in the countryside. In other words the power of the state 

• and patty machinery will be somewhat diminished as the power of the 
rural petty bourgeoisie rises accordingly. Regular elections for the councils 
and cooperatives will provide incentives for that element to lead and sup
port the most popular form of rural development which is social amenity 
development In the domain of seB-help. In other words on top of M.P.s 
and elected patty oBIcials who have, though not always very eBectively, 
been the natural allies of peasant initiated seB-help, there are now many 
more
bourgeois leadership will control council and cooperative money, limited 
though It may be, that will almost certainly be used in cUentellst fashion in 
support of peasant initiated seB-help as it was in the past. The entire pro- 

will help free seB-help from the bureauaatic planning apparatus 
whose prior monopoly of extra-village funds insured the imposition of Its 
development agenda.

some

that will be Involved in the same game. This expanded rural petty
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A second reason self-help will probably revive Is the weak financial 
position of the state coupled with high popular demand for something to 
happen. If the government cannot afford construction costs, then only self- 
help remains. As a result of a push for unlveisal primary education, 
Mliiistry of Education officials claim that 71.4% of elis^ble children were 
enrolled in primary schod in 1981. As a result, there is an enormous pent- 
up demand for secondary education. The same officials say that only 
2.2% of primary school leavers go to 85 government aided, heavily 
foreign aid supported, and tuition free secondary schools. With the 61 so- 
called “private” (but better termed, self-help) secondary schools which 
charge fees, plus 23 seminaries, only 4.2% will go to secondary school. 
Since government revenue is so precarious at the moment, government 
attitude toward village initiative in the building of secondary schcwls and 
other social amenity facilities will be more permissive." Conversations with 
government officials suggest that the self-help Ideology will be elevated 
and It will conflict with prior interpretations of the planning ideology as a 
vehicle of control.

A third reason to anticipate self-help revival lies in the 1981 reestablish
ment of the Department of Community Development located in the Prime 
Minister’s Office. For the first time since 1972 there Is deployment of ex
tension staff emphasizing an ideology of local initiative. Also Rural 
Development Fund monies, which were all diverted to u)amaa vljijlnl ac
tivity under Regional Development Directors after 1972, are now targeted 
to support general self-help under Regional Community Development Of-

Fronk Holmquist

enhancement of the power of the rural petty bourgeoisie or of the peasan
try, or some combination of both.

The rural petty bourgeoisie will rise as the fortunes of their 
bureaucratic counterparts decline. The former will be elected to the most 
prominent roles in the district councils and the cooperatives. If history is 
any guide they will distribute some of those institutions’ resources to kin 
and followers in clientelist fashion, and they will appropriate resources for 
their prioafe use (though In probably no more egregious fashion than the 
centrally controlled bureaucracy). It is very possible that the big winners of 
the institutional shift may be only the rural petty bourgeoisie. They could 
monopolize a substantial portion of the resources that make a lilfference in 
rural society, shield themselves from centrally mandated redistribution 
policies, and establish themselves as the hegemonic element in the 
countryside.

Another possible winner as a result of the institutional changes may be 
the peasantry. In lieu of extensive study of peasant consciousness we must 
rely on fragments of evidence and rather sweeping generalizations. We 
might note, however, an assessment that posits a curren| comparatively 
high level of peasant political consciousness. Samuel Mushi sees significant 
recent changes in peasant attitudes.

At the poUcy level, the nornu of ‘popular partictpatlon' have been empharized 
In various party documenta and ipeeches of the central leadership ...

official behavtoT, there la

<■>

Although these norms may not greatly 1
some evidence of greater self.cqnfidence in the villages and mote courage to 

the authorities than In the Wdles. This courage has 
been reinforced by the radio — which has often reported cases of leaders who 
have been expelled for bad leadership or for mlstreallng the people.**

Mushi goes on to say that electoral participation has steadily risen where 
there are opportunities as in villa^ and national elections. This pattern is 
attributed to the party mobilizational^pacity and also to villagizatlon that 
brought together once Isolated homesteads." Other factors encouraging 
participation might also Include the rapid expansion of primary education 
and a very successful a4ult literacy program. With the peasantry’s con
sciousness and apparent eagerness to vote and voice their opinion, the 
return of councils, cooperatives and a more vigorous self-help will greatly 
expand the arenas of participation and may bring forth a leadership mote 
representative of the majority than In the past. *

ficers.
confront barg

Condnskm

The institutional changes discussed here were primarily designed to 
deal with pressing problems: political disaffection, state fiscal crisis, the 
quaUtjCof local administration, and the marketing of crops — especially of 
export crops. But there are broader issues at stake. The change of political 
structure probably was not a result of a broadly and coherently joined 
struggle between representatives of classes or fragments of classes. But the 
result, to the extent that anticipated change amounts to real change, will 
affect the nature of struggle over control of the state: over which elements 
of society will have primary access, and which will amass the primary 
benefits. Very dffierent results may be imagined. There could be an
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Another prediction sees the winners as a coalition of the rural petty 
bourgeoisie and the peasantry that may occasionally act in concert against 
the bureaucracy of the party and the state. In this scenario the councils, 
cooperatives, and a likely revival Of self-help, all Invite the peasantry to ex- 

nt and control over their own affairs. The

Frank Holmeulst

necessarily mean a return to old style leadership. Thb lime around the 
leadership may be a bit more petty than bourgeois.

Despite the promise of these changes, ho 
them with great caution. They reflect, after all, more a shift of personnel 
and policy prominence at the top than a sustained prenurc from below. 
And while the lengthy delay getting these measures off the ground no 
doubt reflects the great complexity of the enterprise, it also reflects several 
references by observers to those with vested interests in the former institu
tions who will resist giving ground to councils and cooperatives. Regional 
Development Directors will probably lose much of th^ cpordlnatlng role 
to the councils: regional trading corporations will find th^ formerly domi
nant position in distribution threatened by cooperatives;,^d crop authority 
functions will be peeled off or cut back.

A great deal depends both upon the final details that are worked out, 
and upon the gendal spirit in which they are implemented. The legislation 
reviving both the councUs and the cooperatives leaves wide discretion for 
the state to intervene if it chooses to do so. But at the very least the new 
rural institutional structures mark a decided shift away tom an almost 
Bnear move toward statism in the countryside. The changes indicate a shift 
of intellectual breeze away tom the state as almost the sole Institution of in
itiative, accumulation, and regulation in the sociaflst collectivity, to a 
recognition of the value of non-state collectivities in production and 
politics. There is also the implied recognition that these Institutions are fully 
compatible with the parUcipatoiy brand of socialism President Nyerere hu 
promoted so eloquently. A long term observer of his country’s rural 
development process cautioned me not to view these changes as a kind of 

■ “new Jerusalem.” They are, in his view, small but significant steps for
ward. But after a long conversation it was also clear that he had not felt so 
optimistic in years.

er, one should interpretert somewhat gn
change will expand the number of elective, competitive, and partially ac
countable political roles that will enhance to some degree the peasantry's 
and the rural petty bourgeoisie's bargaining power with the state across a 

of issues. The revived institutions will help overcome village

lag

rattge
atomization and fill some of the political void between the very par
ticipatory village councils and higher levels of the bureaucracy. The institu
tions are, then, valuable peasant political space.*’ District Councils are not 
mass-ba^ but they can be mass-influenced and they are likely to be im
portant support structures for peasant defined needs. The cooperatives 
and self-help are among the few mass-based. If not always mass-led, in
stitutions oriented toward state policy that have potential influence over a 
variety of key everyday policies such as crop pricing, agricultural Input and 
marketing services, as well as the amount, design, timing, location, and 
maintenance of social amenities. Contrary to the opinion bf some Tanza
nian dvll servants. It is doubtful that expanded self-help will be a cost- 
saving device for the state. While self-help may allow the state to save on 
construction costs, the state will be hit hard with rising recurrent costs for 
teachers, nurses, medicine, etc. After the state has gone to great lengths to 
meet bato needs, a more vigorous self-help is likely to force the state to 
spend more rather than less. The fact of peasant s^-help initiative may 
also encourage a somewhat more responsive bureaucracy and a more ag
gressive and capable local leadership structure.

But the reader may ask if all this institutional

/

Imentation In Tan
zania has not simply brought them back to square one and the basic rural 
institutions inherited at independence. There is of course an element of 
“return” to the “retreat.” But things are not the same as they were before. 
This is true in several arenas but may be particulariy significant in the realm 
of leadership. The changes ma^ a resurgence of Ihe rural petty 
bourgeoisie, but the Leadership Code barring capitalists tom political of
fice has made a difference. Although It Is dodged by some through family 
and friends, it has tended to take the most wealthy at all levels of the 
pofitical system out of formal political roles. Thus the return to councils (I 
m less clear about cooperatives, and I doubt self-help) does not
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